
For some reason the Nitro Gods decided to let me get 3rd place at the Speedline Gran Prix – this 
is an account of the events at the race and my learning from the event.  I was focused on my car 
and driving so this isn’t a full-on independent third-party “race report” like you’d read from Mike 
Myers; rather it’s just an account of my experiences at the event. 
 
First, the facility – it’s first class all the way.  I’ve never been to a raceway that was as “customer-
oriented” as this one.  Everything was about making the racer’s experience better.  Air-
conditioned bathrooms, a big balcony to watch the race, covered pit tables, big pit area, awesome 
driver’s stand, hobby shop, I could go on and on about the quality of this place.  They had plenty 
of cold drinks too – everything you could want, from Gatorade to soda to water to Vanilla Ice and 
even Funky Cold Medina. 
 
Second, and more importantly, the people are top-notch.  Everyone was happy and helpful – 
everyone, from Carol to Mike to Jeff to Clark to Kathy to… you get the picture.  These are 
REALLY GOOD PEOPLE and it’s a joy to race at their facility.  I really wasn’t surprised in past 
years when Jim and Scott and Rich went on and on about how cool they were because back in 
92-95 (when I was racing 1/12th parking lot and 1/10th oval in San Antonio) Clark and Kathy were 
my local suppliers and they were GREAT people then.  They are GREAT people now. 
 
Now to the racing… 
 
The track had a fun layout but was bumpy as hell.  There’s no other way to put it.  It was bumpier 
than a roadbed graded by blind midgets driving a road grader with flat tires and a bad 
alignment.  The layout was really good; while it had a few too many 180 turns with straight entries 
and straight exits it was a really fun layout nonetheless (driver’s stand and pits to the right): 
 

 
 
The “flapper” boards in particular are awesome.  When you hit them you don’t break your car; 
think of them as an RC SAFER barrier: 
 



 
 
They “give” when you hit them.  AWESOME STUFF that saves a lot of time, money, and 
headache.  Every track should use this stuff.  It makes a huge difference when you can get 
aggressive without worrying about blowing your stuff up from pushing a little too hard. 
 
The toughest part for me in the early going was the left side; I had trouble making the right turn at 
the bottom-left of the track without going wide and hitting the wall: 
 



 
 
That’s a little wide, doncha think?  Here’s the entry of the turn for context: 
 

 
 
Early on I decided I needed to spend some time learning the track… there’s no substitute for 
wheel time.  I burned about a gallon of fuel just in practice; big thanks to Scott and Jim for pitting 
me during my practice time.  All this practice would turn out to be time well spent. 
 



The first day (Thursday) was a practice day and I experimented with setup a bit.  I ended up close 
to my RAMS setup with the low roll centers but I had less toe out in the front (0.75 degrees per 
side) and less toe-in in the rear (2.5 degrees per side) and bigger tires due to all the bumps in the 
track.  I also had the front shocks all the way up and the rear shocks all the way down.  For the 
incredibly slow-speed infield I had no caster shims in front – they were all in the back.  Also, I 
didn’t really want to add a bunch of ride height with the spring collars because doing so would 
change the suspension geometry – the lower arms would be lower on the outside for a resting car 
which would raise the roll centers (thereby also increasing the jacking) so I just put on bigger tires 
(69/76 instead of 68/75 – not a big change overall but it gave me a little more room under the 
aluminum…). 
 
So I burned a bunch of fuel through two of my RB C6-RC motors during practice trying to learn 
the track.  The surface traction was about the same as RAMS, relatively high bite but not 
excessively so.  A few (not many) of the touring cars had an occasional traction roll issue but it 
wasn’t ridiculously high traction.  Did I mention that it was very bumpy? 
 
Before starting the qualifiers I decided to check out my car’s weight.  For this car (2005 Evolva) I 
had decided to spend some time lightening it up; my work was rewarded with an underweight car 
– just like a real racer ☺.  I had to add about 35g to make it legal.  To lighten the car up I used Ti 
screws and ball ends; I like this idea because it takes weight away from very bad places (places 
far from the cg) and allows me to move it to the center of the car – thereby reducing the polar 
moment of inertia of the car and making it easier to rotate and more responsive.  I’d rather “dial-
in” some stability through toe adjustments than rely on a high polar moment of inertia for yaw 
stability.  
 
The first qualifying run on Friday went OK; I turned a 17/5:07 with no on-track issues except for 
bad lines ☺.  However, I didn’t like the car down the back straight – it was a bit scary due to the 
bumps; it was darting all around like a crazy chipmunk on crack.  I also didn’t like the car too 
much in the infield when I got back on the gas, it felt like it was loading up by leaning completely 
on the outside rear tire when I got on the gas. 
 
For the second run I went to 3mm of shims in the front to get more caster (I was long wheelbase 
the whole time) to help the stability down the back straight (I gave up on the “no caster for the 
infield” idea) and I went up 2 sizes on the rear bar.  I also added a bit of front bar to reduce the 
off-power lean and added a little bit of wing.  In the second qualifying run I improved to an 18/5:11. 
 
Between the second and third runs I noticed that I had stripped my front belt – no surprise given 
the amount of times I hit the boards on the left side of the track learning the layout.  I replaced the 
front belt before the third round and ended up with an 18/5:04 – my best qualifying run of the 
whole weekend.  The car felt much better on-power exiting a corner (surprise surprise, right?). 
 
Since Scott, Jim and I were all in different qualifiers for Thursday we recorded each other’s runs 
on DVD.  That night we watched the DVD in the hotel room and Scott and Jim gave me feedback 
on my lines.  In this section I was exiting the turn too tight (red line); Scott and Jim were letting the 
car drift out more (blue line) and getting on the throttle much earlier. 
 



 
 
 
So I tried to improve my line there in the fourth qualifier (Friday).  My time wasn’t as good though; 
I ended up with an 18/5:08.  So I wasn’t able to fully capitalize on my new knowledge… kind of 
like a college student who graduates with an underwater basket weaving degree and then goes 
on to weave baskets above water, I guess. 
 
I also asked Jim and Scott about the front straight – they (and all the other fast drivers) were 
swinging the car a little bit right then a little bit left through the front straight to keep their speed 
up: 
 




